
Becoming a Successful 
Senior Sales Leader

Mastering the Challenging Transition 
from Frontline Sales Manager to 

Manager of Sales Managers



Meet Derek

Derek leads a team of high performing mid-market salespeople. Most of the members 
on his team have been to Club, and this year they’re on track to do the same.

One of Derek’s sales reps just landed a 90K deal, the largest deal his team has ever 
closed. Within a few days of celebrating however, Derek got an email from Sales Ops. 
The deal—and its commission—is going to be removed from both him and his sales 

rep and given to enterprise, because it was with a subsidiary of a corporation that’s an 
enterprise account. Derek can’t find a listing of this parent company in SalesForce or 
Zoom Info, and it doesn’t appear that enterprise has called on the account this year.

Derek is furious, and so is his sales rep. He sends a sharply worded email back to Sales 
Ops accusing them of lying, stealing, and a few other uncomplimentary claims. Derek 

copies his entire team on this email, as well as his manager, and his manager’s 
manager, the Chief Revenue Officer.



Meet Erika

Erika is one of six senior leaders who reports directly to the head of small business sales 
at her company. Each of these leaders have 3-4 sales managers reporting to them.

This year’s sales kickoff is coming up and Erika’s manager wants all of his senior leaders 
to speak at the event, giving them broad exposure to the rest of the business. He sends 
out the available times slots and asks for their first and second choices. When this email 

goes out, Erika is in Hawaii on vacation. She answers immediately when she gets back 
but receives a response from her manager’s assistant that all the slots have been filled.

Erika is furious but doesn’t say anything about it to anyone. The big sales kickoff arrives, 
and she sits quietly in the crowd like everyone else. She also starts shutting down in 

senior leadership meetings, not participating in discussions and distancing herself from 
the group. When asked about it, she tells everyone that she’s just fine. Ultimately, Erika 

leaves the company for a similar role at a competitor’s firm.



Two 
Unproductive
Approaches to 

Conflict

EXPLOSION

IMPLOSION

The impulse to FIGHT by expressing one’s 
hurt, anger, and disappointment in 
aggressive ways by indiscriminately 

attacking others

The impulse to FLIGHT by expressing one’s 
hurt, anger, and disappointment in 
passive ways by avoiding issues and 

withdrawing from others



Add to these 
dynamics the mix of 

past experiences, 
personality, family 

upbringing, and 
cultural background 
and the degree of 

difficulty for conflict 
resolution is 

extremely high for 
senior leaders.



Effective delegation is not 
dumping a bunch of things you 

need to do onto someone else to 
free up your busy schedule. It’s 

developing competence in others, 
so they are as good (or better)

than you in the activities you’re 
asking of them.

In the last four weeks, how 
have you been able to apply 
the principles of Situational 
Sales Leadership with your 

team?

How have you observed 
EXPLOSION and IMPLOSION 

impact the careers of 
leaders in your life?



Trust the best in others.

Ask open-minded questions.

Listen completely.

Keep it short and simple.

T
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The 
Fundamental 
Attribution 

Error

The human tendency in the absence of information to 
assign negative intent to another's actions.

We fill a vacuum with a story and not a very nice one.

To counteract this tendency, it’s critical to suspend our 
stories, assume positive intent, and seek out all the 
information on an issue, believing the best in others.



I am not a 
victim, and you 

are not a villain. 
We are both 
real people 

seeking to do 
our best work in 

challenging 
circumstances.



Trust the best in others.

Ask open-minded questions.

Listen completely.

Keep it short and simple.
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What’s an Open-
Minded Question?

It’s a question that 
is open-ended, 
neutral, and 

genuinely seeks to 
learn about the 
issue at hand.



When Expectations 
are Clear
Introduction

I noticed (state the difference 
between the expectation and your 

observation).

Neutral Questions
Could you help me understand 

what’s happening here? How can we 
address this difference?

When Expectations 
are Unclear

Introduction
I noticed (briefly state the situation or 

decision that has come to your 
attention).

Neutral Questions
Could you help me understand your 
thinking behind this decision or the 

factors that contributed to this 
situation? Tell me more …

Both ask for information in a clear, non-judgmental manner.



Trust the best in others.

Ask open-minded questions.

Listen completely.

Keep it short and simple.
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The Listening Ladder
1. I’m fully present in the conversa-

tions I have with others.

2. I listen with my eyes and with 
my body, leaning forward, 
nodding in understanding, etc…

4. I ask more questions for clarification, 
like “What else?” or “How so?”

5. I’m not reactive or defensive to the 
things others communicate with me.

3. I’m tuned in to both the words 
and the emotions being shared.

6. I accurately summarize what people are 
saying so they know they’ve been heard.



Dr. Paul Tournier

It is impossible to overemphasize 
the immense need humans have to 
be listened to, to be taken seriously, 

to be understood. Observe all the 
conversations of our world, 

between nations as well as those 
between couples. They are for the 

most part dialogues of the deaf.



Trust the best in others.

Ask open-minded questions.

Listen completely.

Keep it safe and sound.
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What is SAFE? What is SOUND?



What is SAFE? What is SOUND?

High concern for the 
relationship

High concern for the issue at 
hand
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Not one or the other but both at the same time!
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What is SAFE? What is SOUND?

High concern for the 
relationship

High concern for the issue at 
hand

Communicate with care Communicate with candor

Being humble and expressing 
your humanity

Being open and expressing your 
honesty

Not one or the other but both at the same time!



Never have these 
conversations via email. 

Ever!

Meet in-person or on 
Zoom with notifications

turned off.

If helpful, follow up 
with an email that 

recaps the content of 
the conversation.



Using TALK
to Address 

These Issues

DEREK

The 90K mid-market deal that Sales 
Ops transferred to enterprise

ERIKA

The sales kickoff speaking slot that 
got filled while on vacation



What’s ONE THING you can 
do between now and the 

next time we meet to 
improve your conflict 

resolution skills?

ONE 
THING



Senior Leader Cohort, Season 2
Next Group Webinar

Monday, June 20 at 9:00 AM Pacific
Casting Vision and Creating Alignment

Your Dedicated Web Resource Page:
https://billzipp.com/senior-sales-leadership-resources/

One-on-One Coaching
Schedule via Calendly between cohort sessions

https://calendly.com/billzipp/meeting-with-bill-zipp

https://billzipp.com/senior-sales-leadership-resources
https://billzipp.com/senior-sales_leadership-resources/
https://calendly.com/billzipp/meeting-with-bill-zipp


About Bill Zipp

Bill Zipp helps heads of sales deliver double-digit growth to 
the companies they serve through his proven, people-first 
approach.

With over 20 years of experience in sales leadership and 
consulting, Bill has contributed to the increase of topline 
revenue in high-growth companies and agile start-ups, as well 
as established businesses stuck on a plateau. His clients 
include ADP, SAP Concur, Nintex, and Businessolver.

P. 541.760.2625 E. bill@billzipp.com


